GLOBAL ACQUIRING

When expanding around the world, feel like a local with Worldpay as your payments partner.
Expand your horizons

The world population is approximately 7.7 billion, and growing daily. As are the number of consumers buying online. And with eCommerce expected to surpass $4.6 trillion globally by 2022, you need to make sure your business is where consumers buy from. Wherever you and your consumers are located in the world.

Go global, feel local

With global markets more accessible than ever, do you offer your customers the currencies and payment types they want? This might be Visa or Mastercard, or it could be a local payment method that you’ve never even heard of. Don’t worry, we’ve heard of it. We support the most popular local payment methods, including more than 300 Alternative Payment Methods (APMs).

On top of this, we offer 126 local, familiar currencies in more than 50 markets. Meaning you can offer a more local experience to your shoppers, letting them pay in their local currency rather than face unknown exchange rates.

Value Added Services

Our international transaction capabilities and Value Added Services go beyond that of our competitors.

Mobile and Digital Wallets: a digital form of the traditional, physical wallet. Offering secure storage of card and delivery details, they let shoppers pay for goods and services using their smartphone, computer, tablet, smartwatch, in-app or on the web.

Worldpay’s flexible approach and access to the most and the latest wallet connections, gives you the right combination of payment options to help improve your cart conversion and checkout processes, through a single streamlined integration.

Alternative Payment Methods (APMs): alternatives to credit and debit cards. Typically, APMs are bank transfers, direct debits, eWallets, mobile payments, local card schemes, Pre-Pay, Post-Pay and Invoices.

With APMs gaining more and more in popularity, you have tough decisions to make: which to offer to your customers? Are they right for the markets you trade in? Are some even worth the investment?

Unlock the potential to increase and protect your revenue, reduce costs and grow with experts.

Maximize Global Acceptance

Remove the complexity from accepting payments anywhere, any way around the world.

You can trust our expertise globally to help grow your business by offering the most relevant payment methods for the markets you’re expanding into.
Countries we acquire in

- Domestic
- Cross-border
- Not currently supported
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GLOBAL ACQUIRING THINK BIG, THINK GLOBAL
Let customers pay in their own currencies

Leverage our domestic licenses to lower rates on cross-border connections

Easily expand into markets around the world

Access local expertise in every region globally with 24/7/365 support in multiple languages

Give customers more payment options with more than 300 APMs

Global reach through local expertise, intelligent payments and passionate pursuit of customers’ success the world over—that’s Worldpay.

More reach
Easier access to markets around the world

With our local experience, licenses, and payments expertise, we take the complexity out of entering new markets, whether that means accepting a new currency or adding the latest digital wallet. With access to 146 markets, 300+ payment types, and 126 currencies, our solutions cover all your sales channels at home and abroad.

Worldpay offers uncomplicated, data-driven approaches to help you confidently expand into new markets. Take more payments from more people, in their favoured way and grow your business beyond borders.
TotalAccept Solutions

Global Acquiring is part of TotalAccept, a range of solutions that make it simple to accept payments worldwide. With our many domestic licenses, we help you reduce bank delays and fees on cross-border transactions. All of which enables you to offer a truly local shopping experience wherever you choose to trade. We support the most popular local payment methods for your shoppers and offer local, familiar currencies in more than 50 markets.

Creating value across the lifecycle of every payment

Maximize global acceptance
• TotalAccess
• TotalAccept
• TotalConnect

Convert sales & save
• AuthMax
• RecoveryMax
• MaxSave

Pay and get paid your way
• PayOptions

Accept

Authorise

Settle

Resolve

Protect your revenue
• SecureIt
• DetectIt
• ResolveIt

Grow with experts
• PaymentsEdge
• TruEdge

Why Worldpay?

As an expanding global business, you want to offer the right payment options to your customers who want to buy with payment methods that are familiar to them. You need local knowledge.

Using local providers means that your approach can be fragmented, leading to multiple integrations, higher costs, less opportunities for transaction optimization, and a patchy customer experience.

With offices around the world, 50 acquiring licences and 40 years of experience, we’re the first acquirer to deliver multi-currency, crossborder payment experiences. We bring our local knowledge to your commerce needs, all under one roof.
About Worldpay from FIS

Worldpay from FIS (NYSE:FIS) is a leading payments technology company that powers global commerce for merchants, banks, and capital markets. Processing 75 billion transactions topping $9T for 20,000+ clients annually, Worldpay lifts economies and communities by advancing the way the world pays, banks, and invests.
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